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Once, those eyes were another mirror.

E.T.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak

I saw my love, for you in them.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak

Dreams, dreams, that vanished in the deep, in the deep...

and now we've

E.T.

Vln. 1

Vln. 2

Vla.

Vc.

Db.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak

If only we had sailed with our doubts.
When your's passion burns so the sun's rest ten be low be bow the cool seas
At the Grave Beneath the Oak

Tullo

E.T.

at least...my body in darkness

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

D.B.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak

Once

we rested

beneath this oak so

gently.

E.T.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak
I kept you close, but could not clip your wings. For from a wound of love.
At the Grave Beneath the Oak
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hearing love, songs before the dawn, the dawn that wakes its final season, but promise me
At the Grave Beneath the Oak
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